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Asparagus Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. What is the asparagus?

A berry

A plant

A fish

2. What is the asparagus also known as?

Sparrow grass

Marlboro

Chick lit
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3. How long does it take to cultivate the asparagus?

8 - 10 years

10 - 11 days

1 - 2 months

4. Where is the asparagus originally from?

Europe and Asia

Australia

America

5. What family does the asparagus belong to?

Lemonaceae

Asparagaceae

Cigarraceae

6. What weather does the asparagus need to grow?

Temperate climate

Tropical climate

Artic climate

7. Which country is the largest producer of asparagus?

Cambodia

Chile

China

8. What color can the asparagus's spear be?

Green, white or purple

Blue, red or yellow

Grey, black or golden

9. What is the color of the fruit of the asparagus plant?
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Red

Purple

Blue

10. Where was the asparagus highly popular in the past?

Paraguay

Siberia

Italy
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Asparagus Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. What is the asparagus?
  A plant
  2. What is the asparagus also known as?
  Sparrow grass
  3. How long does it take to cultivate the asparagus?
  8 - 10 years
  4. Where is the asparagus originally from?
  Europe and Asia
  5. What family does the asparagus belong to?
  Asparagaceae
  6. What weather does the asparagus need to grow?
  Temperate climate
  7. Which country is the largest producer of asparagus?
  China
  8. What color can the asparagus's spear be?
  Green, white or purple
  9. What is the color of the fruit of the asparagus plant?
  Red
  10. Where was the asparagus highly popular in the past?
  Italy
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